In this paper, we compare the portfolio allocation model of multifractal detrended Fluctuation approach with the modern efficient frontier model and the asset allocation model from Chinese institution fund, the risk-return performance of the multifractal detrended Fluctuation turns out to be more optimal portfolio allocation than that from Chinese institution fund and the conclusions have implications for modern financial theory, it suggest that there is scope for more general multifractal portfolio selection models to be developed.
Introduction
most of open-end securities investment funds have some stock selection ability, but it isn't notable in statistics; the most of open-end securities investment funds have some market timing ability; but it isn't notable in statistics. [5] Muzy J.-F., Sornette D. D. et al. research on multifractal returns and hierarchical portfolio theory ,The multifractal description of asset fluctuations show that multifractal description is pertinent for financial modeling [6] , Pantanella A. et al. presents minimum risk portfolios using MMAR [7] , here we present portfolio selection based on multifractal detrended fluctuation approach, we minimize the risk measured by Hurst index got from multifractal detrended fluctuation approach to get the weights for each assets. We take Monte Carlo simulations to solve this asset portfolio problem [8] and it show more satisfied result for expected risk-return ratio than that disclosed by Chinese openend fund Chinaamc. And the result also better than that from modern efficient frontier mean-variance approach, so it suggest that there is scope for more general multifractal portfolio selection models to be developed.
Modern portfolio theory (MPT) usually be adopted to enable decision making for stock trading, the theory comes from 1952 Markowitz's portfolio selection theory, the mean-variation model, which involves maximizing the portfolio return and minimizing the risk and feasible portfolio can be denotes by efficient frontier [1] . Based on that, many papers research on portfolio selection from different sides. Tang wengguang et al., present multiobjective programming model for asset portfolio selection, it's a multi-objective programming model for the asset portfolio selection problem. They use the idea of fuzzy sets to set up membership function of the objective function for providing the satisfaction degree to the return and risk of the portfolio. 
Method
The multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MDFA) has been extensively used for many years (work by Stanley, Havlin, Bunde…). Therefore, we would like to provide a brief summary here. Use of the logarithmic unit for the price p t of stock share at time t is standard in 
The running deviation in price change from a mean over an interval u is
The length N of the time series is partitioned into n segments, each of length s, N = ns. A least square method can be used to identify trends in running deviation over each segment k by a polynomial g(u). The average
The average moment of the fluctuation of order q over n segments of the time series is 
For a set of the available risky assets, a portfolio weights can be represented as a vector 1 2 w w 
and (8) denotes the return for each asset in samples, R 0 expected return for portfolio. Optimized model (9) Copyright © 2012 SciRes. ME
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Summary and Conclusion
We developed technical to address the problem of portfolio selection under assumption of a multifractal market, we take the risk measurement hurst index h to get the asset allocation weights with Monte Carlo simulation, we do research on Chinese institution fund Chinaamc. The empirical result show the asset allocation performance of multifractal model have the advantage over that from efficient frontier theory and that disclosed by Chinaamc. So we think multifractal detrended trend approach may be an efficient approach for asset allocation in Chinese stock market. The conclusions have implications for modern financial theory, it suggest that there is scope for more general multifractal portfolio selection models to be developed.
